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opportunities!

Don't miss these upcoming events and deadlines

Around the University

Visit the

HAVE ANY QUESTIONS?

Volunteer Raffle for the chance to win Lunch with a Prof at the University Club!

Want to Volunteer?

for our February prospective student informational!

Big thanks to Kim Robinson, Michelle Rhodes & Daniel Ghan who served as student panelists

Volunteer Spotlight

"Current Trends in High-Performance Computing and Challenges for the Future"

Thanks for making this event such a success!

On March 21st, Dr. Jack Dongarra discussed your preferences |

your peers are working on!

Student Research Week

your friends and look at some cool projects!

Engineering Project Showcase

University Honors puts on a lot of great online events - check them out

FAQ page

See you at

Miss a monthly update? Check out past monthly updates and to be eligible for raffle prizes.

Join our refresher on the requirements, Make sure you are maintaining active status in Engineering Honors! If you need a comment section of the assignment to receive credit.

the date of your meeting and the name of your department coordinator in the "EH_Spring_2017_Adviser_Meeting" assignment under the content folder. Submit your meeting, make sure to log into eCampus and find the meet with your department coordinator at least one time per academic year. After have you met with your department coordinator yet? Remember, you are required to

Comment Section

One of our own, Charlie Arnold, '19, was just nominated for the prestigious 2017 Udall Eminent Scholar Lecture here!

and the dessert reception afterwards!

The Big Event - support scholarships, jobs, internships, events, for more info

click there to be a 2017-18 Undergraduate Scholarship applicant there.

Aggies Invent - Vet Med - find info on what your peers are working on!
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